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A PARENT’S GUIDE TO NEONATAL CARE

INTRODUCTION
When you are pregnant with more than one baby, this is called a multiple
pregnancy. When you give birth, this will be called a multiple birth.
When you have more than one baby, your babies are more likely to need some
level of extra care in hospital after birth. This is often because twins, triplets and
more are more likely to be born prematurely. A baby born before 37 weeks is
considered be premature. Babies born extremely premature (before 27 weeks) are
likely to need neonatal care for a prolonged period of time.
Transitional care is for babies who need some extra care, for example tube feeding
or some time in an incubator, but do not need to be admitted to a neonatal unit.
Many twins, triplets and more are cared for in this way. It means that the babies are
well enough to stay with the mother, either in the postnatal ward or a room on the
neonatal unit. Parents are supported to care for their baby by medical staff.
Babies who need more care may need to be admitted to a neonatal unit if they cannot
get the support they need at their mum's bedside. This care is called neonatal care.
Twins Trust has produced this guide to help prepare and support parents with more
than one baby who might need neonatal care.
We have included information on the journey you may go through, answering
questions which parents often have. We hope this helps you to understand the care
your babies will get in hospital, and how you can be involved.
You can find more support through Twins Trust (twinstrust.org) and Bliss
(bliss.org.uk), the charity for babies born premature or sick. We have referenced
other resources used throughout the information.
This information is written to support the advice health professionals will give you.
You should always speak with them first if you ever have any worries or questions
about your babies or their care.
Congratulations on your pregnancy, and the birth of your babies!

AbbVie provided funding support for the development of
this publication and had no editorial input.
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SECTION ONE:
ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION
LEVELS OF NEONATAL CARE
Your babies might receive transitional care at
your bedside if they need extra support.
Babies that need more care might be
admitted to a neonatal unit.
You might hear different terms for the ward

where your babies will be cared for. There
are different levels of care your babies might
need in the neonatal unit. Your babies might
move between these different levels, depending
on their needs. These levels are called:

Special Care Baby Unit (SCBU)
Babies are admitted to this type of unit if
they need the level of care known as
'special care' but do not need intensive

care. Often, this will be for babies born
after 32 weeks' gestation.

Local Neonatal Unit (LNU)
Babies who need a higher level of medical
and nursing support, called high dependency,
are cared for at this type of unit. If your baby
was or will be born between 28 and 32
weeks' gestation you may be transferred to
an LNU.
Care on an LNU might include breathing
support given through their windpipe
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(called ventilation), short-term intensive
care, feeding through a drip in their vein
(called parenteral nutrition) and cooling
treatment for babies who have had difficult
births or are unwell soon after birth. Babies
needing special care may also be cared
for at an LNU. These units are also
sometimes called High Dependency Units.
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Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU)
This is the level of unit for babies with the
highest need for support, called intensive
care. Often these babies will have been
born before 28 weeks' gestation, or be very
unwell after birth.
Babies are cared for here when they:

● Have severe disease affecting their
breathing (called respiratory disease);
● Need or have just had surgery.
Babies needing high dependency care or
special care may also be admitted to a
NICU.

● Need breathing support given through
their windpipe (called ventilation);
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SECTION TWO:
BEFORE YOUR BABIES
ARE BORN
For parents-to-be, pregnancy is an exciting
and busy time as you plan for the arrival of
new members of the family. As parents of
more than one baby, you may find it helpful
to talk to a health professional about
preparing emotionally for the possibility that
your babies will need some form of hospital
care at birth. It may be useful to find
information by attending antenatal classes
(classes for parents before your baby is born)

and joining a local twins and multiples club.
You can find out more on the Twins Trust
website.
Twins Trust have found that parents who are
prepared for the arrival of more than one
baby are more confident in supporting their
babies in the neonatal unit. For useful
suggestions to help you prepare for your
babies please see Twins Trust's Healthy
Multiple Pregnancy Guide.
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If your maternity unit runs a twins or multiples
class, it is best to book onto a class well in
advance of your due date. Twins Trust
recommends parents expecting twins to
attend classes from 20 weeks of pregnancy
to 32 weeks of pregnancy, and earlier for
triplets or more. This is because 62% of twins
and triplets are born before 37 weeks of
pregnancy(1). Twins Trust also offers regional
antenatal classes and Preparing for
Parenthood seminars which have practical

“

advice about parenting more than one baby.
Details of these classes can be found on the
Twins Trust website.
You may also be able to make a visit to your
local hospital's neonatal unit. It can be
helpful to meet the staff, look at the facilities
and equipment and to ask any questions.
Check with your midwife and consultant
when you have your next antenatal
appointment to find out if this is possible.

We were advised to visit the neonatal unit before they were
born. It was much less of a shock to go there after the birth,
as we were already aware of the environment.”
LOUISE

WHAT CAN I EXPECT WHILE I AM
PREGNANT?
When you are expecting twins, triplets or
more, you will have more check-ups while
you are pregnant because of some increased
risks with being pregnant with more than one
baby. This can be helpful and reassuring.
You will be offered regular ultrasound scans
to check the growth of your babies and to
see how they are developing.
NICE, the National Clinical Institute of
Excellence, produce guidelines on how mums
expecting twins, triplets, or more, should be
cared for. You can familiarise yourself with
them by visiting the NICE website,
www.nice.org.uk/guidance/NG137, or
downloading the multiple pregnancy care
checklist on the Twins Trust website so you
10

can make sure you are receiving the correct
care.
If you notice any change in your babies'
movements, or you have any concerns,
always talk to your health professional as
soon as you can. They will be able to check
anything you are worried about.
Your maternity unit may have a specialist
midwife who works with parents of twins,
triplets and more. Ask whether this might be
available to you. They will also be able to
answer questions you might have about
having your babies.
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WHY ARE TWINS, TRIPLETS AND MORE
OFTEN BORN EARLY?
Being pregnant with more than one baby
does increase the risk of some conditions,
either in you or your babies, which may
cause you to give birth prematurely. Twins
Trust's research(1,2) shows the most common
conditions and symptoms are:
● High blood pressure in the mother;
● Vaginal bleeding;
● Pre-eclampsia (a condition which affects
some pregnant women in the second half
of pregnancy or soon after birth);
● Twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome (a
condition affecting some identical twins
who share a placenta);
● Pregnancy-induced diabetes in the mother
(sometimes called gestational diabetes);
● Selective fetal growth restriction (also
known as selective intrauterine growth
restriction).

“

These are thought to be the main reasons
why twins, triplets and more can be born
early. Sometimes, labour can start by itself
suddenly. For example, this could be caused
by an infection. Talk to your health
professional if you think you notice anything
unusual (different discharge or bleeding) and
you are worried you might have an infection.
It is important to remember that sometimes
there is no obvious cause for early labour.
Even if the cause is known, it is not always
possible to stop a baby from being born
early. Babies born at term can also be born
needing support from the neonatal care unit.
There is more information on all of these
conditions in Twins Trust's Healthy Multiple
Pregnancy Guide.
Your midwife or doctor will be able to discuss
your pregnancy and also address any
questions or worries you have at your
appointments.

Our twin boys Charlie and George were born 10 weeks
early. The care we received in the neonatal until was
exceptional. The staff had so much time to reassure us, at
what was a very daunting time. We spent two weeks in the
neonatal unit and when we got to take them home it was the
most amazing feeling. We are forever indebted to the staff
who saved our boys and kept them safe for us.”
HAYLEY
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HOW CAN I PREPARE FOR MY BABIES
BEING BORN PREMATURE?
If health professionals think your babies are
showing signs of being born premature you
may be given steroid medication (usually in
two injections) to help prepare the babies'
lungs for breathing. If you are in labour,
medication may be used to try and delay or
slow down labour. A midwife, doctor or
neonatal nurse will be available to talk to you
throughout this time.
Babies born premature or sick may need help
straight away with their breathing, or a
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transfer straight away to the neonatal unit. As
a parent, it is very hard to not be able to
hold your babies immediately after the birth.
You may also be worried that you have not
bonded straight away as you had planned.
When you first see your babies in the
neonatal unit, talk to the staff about how you
can become involved in their care, including
having skin-to-skin contact. This is shown to
help you grow in confidence, help your
babies know you are there, and help them to
develop too.

SECTION THREE:
AFTER YOUR
BABIES ARE BORN
One or more of your babies may need extra care. If not all your babies need extra care they
will be split across neonatal care and the postnatal ward. This can be very difficult. You may
want to ask for support from the staff, or talk to your partner or close family. You can read
more about getting support in the ‘Support for you’ section on page 31.

WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN IF MY BABIES ARE
BORN NEEDING NEONATAL CARE?
After your babies are born, one of the neonatal
staff will come to tell you about your babies
and how they are doing. They may also bring
you a photo of your babies to keep with you.

time. They might be very fragile-looking, with
fine body hair and blood vessels which you
can see. This is because they are not as
developed as a baby born on their due date.

If you are still in hospital and unable to be with
your babies in the neonatal unit to begin with,
your midwife may call the unit for an update.
The maternity team may be able to help you go
to the neonatal unit to spend some time with
your baby/babies when you are well enough.

Talk with the neonatal unit staff about how
long your babies might be in neonatal care
and how you can get to know them better
while they are there. If your baby is very sick
and unstable, you may not be able to hold
them until they are more stable. Staff will be
able to show you how you can provide
comforting touch to your baby if they're not
able to be held for a clinical reason, and you
are encouraged to talk to your baby.

Neonatal units will try to involve you as much
as possible in the care of your babies. This is
sometimes called family-centred care.
Going to a neonatal unit can be a little overwhelming at first. The neonatal staff will offer
support and reassurance when you first arrive.
You may be surprised by how small your
babies are when you meet them for the first
14

As they grow and develop, the neonatal staff
can help you to hold, comfort and feed them,
and take part in daily routines such as
washing them and changing their nappies.
This is called their daily cares.
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HOW WILL MY BABIES BE LOOKED AFTER?
If your babies are in a neonatal unit, it is likely
to be a very emotional and stressful time.
Babies born very or extremely premature will
probably be in an incubator to keep them
warm until they grow bigger and are well
enough to move to a cot. The incubator also
helps reduce the risk of infection.
Neonatal units usually also provide the
following care to most babies:
● Monitoring them (using machines with
wires attached to your babies);
● Making sure they take in enough calories;
● And if needed, supporting their breathing.
Neonatal units are staffed by doctors, nurses
and other professionals who
specialise in the care of
babies born premature or
sick. They will involve you as
much as possible in your
babies' care and will help to
explain the medical
treatment and care your
babies are having.

is usually treated with a special blue light
called phototherapy);
● Infections, often treated with antibiotics.
Whatever the reasons for your babies being
in the neonatal unit, each will receive their
own care. If they have a medical condition
(such as twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome),
they will receive special treatment for this in
the neonatal unit.
You can discuss your babies' treatment and
care, and be involved when the treatment
plan is updated with the nurses and doctors.
For more information about how your babies
will be cared for in the neonatal unit, see the
Bliss website at www.bliss.org.uk .

The more prematurely your
babies are born, the smaller
and more fragile they will
be. They are also more
likely to need to stay in the
neonatal unit for a longer
period of time. Being born
premature or sick can
sometimes lead to your
babies having other
problems such as:
● Neonatal jaundice, (a
condition which causes
yellowing of the skin and
15
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HOW CAN I BE INVOLVED IN MY
BABIES’ CARE?
Looking after yourself is very important. Try to
eat regular meals, drink lots of fluid, and take
plenty of rest. If you have given birth, this is
likely to help with your recovery, and can
help with expressing or breastfeeding, if this
is something you are able to, and choose to,
do.
At your own pace, you can get more
involved in caring for your babies. Talk to
your health professionals about how to do
this. Your involvement is shown to help your
babies as well as you. You can do this by:
● Holding them;

● Washing them;
● Changing nappies;
● And taking part in other daily routines.
Getting involved with your babies' care can
help you to bond with your babies and for
them to know you are there.
Find out more on the Bliss website at
www.bliss.org.uk/in-hospital and watch the
video about how you can get involved.
Remember - you can ask for updates,
or raise any questions, at any time.

● Feeding them (see our section on feeding
for more information);

HOW CAN I BOND WITH MY BABIES?
A commonly asked question to Twinline
(Twins Trust's freephone helpline) is "How
will I be able to love more than one baby?"
Twinline 0800 138 0509
Open weekdays from
10am to 1pm and 7pm to 10pm
This is a common worry. Some parents also
say they can find it hard to bond while their
babies are in hospital. Talk to the neonatal
staff about how you can get involved with
your babies' care, and when you can start
doing skin-to-skin with them.
Hearing your voice, feeling your hand hold
theirs, or smelling your scent will help your
babies know you are there.
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When your babies can leave the incubator,
even for short amounts of time, skin-to-skin
contact (often called kangaroo care) will help
you to bond with them and help them to
develop. Parents can do skin-to-skin at the
same time with more than one baby. Skin-toskin is done by placing your babies (without
clothing, but with a nappy), against your
chest next to your skin. This helps your babies
to control their temperature and breathing, as
well as helping to keep their heartbeat
regular.
While your babies are in the neonatal unit
you may need help with getting them onto
your chest, particularly if they have wires
attached to them. Skin-to-skin provides a
great opportunity for all members of the
family to bond with the babies.
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“

When George and Sophie were in NICU and SCBU I did
skin-to-skin, but because I too was poorly it was as and
when I could do it.
JOANNA

Luci’s Story
“At first, I was quite nervous
with changing the boys and
washing them as they were so
tiny and fragile, but the nurses
would always make me and
my partner feel comfortable
and get us involved as much as
they could. I was worried how
I would be able to bond with

my babies as they were in the
incubators but the nurses let us
have our own time holding
them and having skin-to-skin
which is so precious. It's been a
long time coming, but we will
be bringing our boys home in
the next few weeks and we
cannot wait.”

Find out more about skin-to-skin
care by visiting
www.bliss.org.uk/skin-to-skin-info .
Having more than one baby can
cause a feeling of conflict
between the different needs your
babies have. There are many
different ways of dealing with
more than one baby at a time; for
example, staggering feeds and
working with your partner, family,
friends or, at first, your health
professional to manage the
timings of their care.
In time, you will start to find your
own way to care for your babies
in the way that is best for you.
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HOW CAN I INVOLVE MY FAMILY?
Finding ways to get used to being a larger
family can be hard when your babies are still
in hospital. As soon as you can, you may
wish to have a family photograph with your
new babies. Individual photos of the babies,
particularly of their small hands and feet, are
popular choices among new parents.
If only one (or some) of your babies is in
neonatal care, you can talk to the staff about
how they can support you in having all your
babies together for some time. This will
depend on the needs of your babies in
neonatal care. Different units have different
policies, so it is important to talk with the unit
staff about the options available for your family.
18

Check with your neonatal unit about which
family members are able to visit. Units have
different rules about when siblings,
grandparents or other family members can
visit. Relatives can usually visit, but this may
be limited to only two people at a time. Some
units do not allow young children to visit, as
a way of reducing the risk of infections.
You may like to encourage your babies to
bond with each other at this early stage too.
Various areas of research have suggested
that putting twins in the same cot can help
them regulate their body temperatures and
sleep cycles, and can soothe them both.
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If your babies are not together, you may wish
to try using bedding which smells of you or
their sibling in the incubator. You can also
then keep bedding which smells of your
babies with you. Some parents find this helps
with bonding. It can also help when
expressing your breastmilk to use a cloth
which smells of your babies, as this can help
you to produce milk. See our section on
feeding for more tips. Remember to never add
loose cloths or bedding to incubators or cots.
See our section on safer sleep for more details.

The arrival of new babies can sometimes
lead to feelings of jealousy in older siblings,
especially if you are spending a lot of your
time at the neonatal unit. Friends and family
might be able to help you to look after your
older children while your babies are still in
hospital. They might also be able to help with
hospital visits while you spend time with your
older children.
Books such as 'Princess Poppy and The Baby
Twins' written by Janey Louise Jones, may
help siblings accept having new babies.

WILL MY BABIES BE SEPARATED?
Sometimes, the condition or medical needs of
one of your babies may change. This can
mean one baby might be admitted to the
neonatal unit, or be transferred to another
unit, while the other baby or babies are able
to stay in the maternity unit. This situation can
make being with and making routines with all
your babies hard. The staff should be able to

support you in juggling your babies' needs
and provide the help you need to bond with
them all.
You might like to try alternating feeding times
and splitting care between you and your
partner or other family members. This will
help you to spend time with your babies and
allow others to be involved in their care too.

Amy’s Story
“My twins were born at 36
weeks. One was admitted to
the neonatal unit while the
other was able to stay with me.
Luckily she was only in the unit
for three days. My hospital
were very supportive and
helped my partner and I to
spend a lot of time on the
neonatal unit, taking Rosa with
us where possible. But even so,

the feeling of relief and joy
when Ruby was allowed on to
the ward with us in transitional
care was overwhelming. Skinto-skin, expressing for Ruby,
and my partner visiting her
even when I was too unwell
helped me cope, knowing that
we were doing what we could
for her. And the staff on the
neonatal unit were incredible.”
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Nada’s Story
“I spent five weeks on hospital
bedrest before I delivered my
triplets at 34 weeks (two boys
and one girl). Only two of the
three had to go to NICU and
only for eight days. Even
though he was the smallest,
my third baby actually came
home with me when I was

discharged. It was definitely
challenging to have one baby
at home while two were still in
the hospital, but I had a lot of
help and support from my
husband and mum. A little
over a year later, all three are
healthy, happy babies.”

WILL MY BABIES BE MOVED TO
ANOTHER UNIT?
To make sure your babies receive the care
they need, it may sometimes be necessary to
transfer the mother to a different hospital
during pregnancy, or to move your babies
once they have been born. This can happen
for a few reasons. Here are some of the most
common:
● Your babies need a higher level of care
than is provided at that unit (see our
section on different levels of care for more
information);
● There isn't enough space in the unit for
your babies to receive the level of care
they need;
● There aren't enough health professionals
available on the unit to provide the level of
care your babies need.
You should be given information about the
transfer of your babies and the reasons why
it might be needed. You can ask whether
there are alternative options. Units will
20

always do their best to keep parents and
their babies together.
It is possible that your babies might be
transferred to separate hospitals if they have
different needs. Staff will try to keep your
babies together, but if it is necessary to
separate them, they will talk to you about
what will happen next and how you can
manage your time between two units.
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Emma’s Story
“My identical twin girls were
born at 34 weeks due to a
twin-to-twin transfusion
syndrome (TTTS) precaution.
They stayed for just ten days,
which seemed like a long time
as it was over the Christmas
period, I had a toddler at home
and the hospital had discharged
me after five days.
I spent as much time at the
hospital with my babies as I
physically could, with my
partner back at work so that
we could be 'all hands on deck'
when we got to bring them
home on Christmas Eve. To
bond with my babies I asked
that I be there to feed and
change them and I took my

daughter with me every
morning to deliver the milk to
her sisters that I had expressed
the night before. That way I
was attending to all my
children and that made it
easier to get through every
day. I hated going home and
leaving my babies. I would call
before I went to sleep every
night for an update on them.
The day we brought the babies
home was the day our family
was complete. It was Christmas
Eve and I had all my children
together under one roof. We
stayed the night at the hospital
with the babies to go through
all of their care the night
before.”
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SECTION FOUR:
FEEDING
YOUR BABIES
HOW DO I FEED MY BABIES?
If your babies have been born early, they
may not have developed the ability to suck
milk from the breast or a bottle, so may need
to be fed via a special tube. Sometimes
babies are not well enough to take milk from
a parent directly. As the babies develop the
ability to suck or grow stronger, the amount
of milk given via a tube will be slowly
reduced. To start with, most parents start with
feeding one baby at a time; this can be
easier as it allows time to grow in confidence

with feeding, and gives one-to-one time with
each baby.
When feeding more than one baby, health
professionals can help you to get used to
how to position your babies for feeding,
especially if they are very small or have wires
attached to them. Ask how your partner
and/or family can help you with feeds by
doing other things to help, such as changing
nappies.

HOW CAN I BREASTFEED AND EXPRESS?
Breastfeeding can help your babies'
development in many ways, especially if they
are on the neonatal unit. Your milk is made
especially for your babies and your body
produces the right amount of nutrients
needed for them. The benefits of
breastfeeding your babies include:
● Helping to boost your babies' immune
systems;
● Helping to fight against conditions like
chest infections, or diarrhoea and vomiting
22

● Providing the right mix of fat, protein,
carbohydrates, vitamins and minerals;
● Helping you to bond with your babies.
If you are not able to breastfeed your babies
yet, you can express your breastmilk to be
given to your babies by a tube or a very
small spoon. Expressing your milk involves
using your hand or a pump to get your milk
out. These small quantities of colostrum (the
type of breastmilk you produce in the first few
days) can then be stored to use later. You
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might find hand expressing the colostrum to
be easier than using an electric pump. As
you start to produce milk, it is a good idea to
express regularly with a breast pump at least
8 times in 24 hours. This helps to keep your
supply flowing.
Sometimes, formula may be needed as well,
and the staff in the neonatal unit will usually
recommend formula made especially for
premature babies, if this is the case.
Always talk to the staff about breastfeeding
or expressing if you have any questions.
Sometimes mums can struggle with how much
milk they are producing, getting milk to come
in, or with breastfeeding their babies if they
are very tiny and attached to lots of wires.
Having more than one baby might also add
a strain to you. Staff will be able to support
you to feed your babies. Ask if there is a
breastfeeding nurse or specialist who can
help you.
You may hear or see information about the
UNICEF Baby Friendly Initiative on the unit.
This helps maternity and neonatal units to
support parents in breastfeeding their babies.

“

This is because breastfeeding has many
benefits for you and your baby, especially if
they are in neonatal care.
Information on breastfeeding and expressing
is available online from Bliss:
www.bliss.org.uk/breastfeeding.
Twins Trust has information on feeding twins,
triplets and more on its website including our
booklet Breastfeeding More Than One:
www.twinstrust.org/let-us-help/parenting/
under-1s/feeding.html.
Twins Trust also runs a breastfeeding multiples
webinar. In the webinar we include
information about feeding your babies in
neonatal care: www.twinstrust.org/courses.
Twins Trust has a team of NCT-accredited
breastfeeding peer supporters, who have all
breastfed twins or more and can offer motherto-mother information and support to families
who wish to breastfeed their babies. You can
contact them by emailing
breastfeedingpeersupport@twinstrust.org.

I expressed the colostrum and continued to express
breastmilk throughout my journey. The milk was stored in the
fridge then taken up to the SCBU in batches. I set an alarm
and expressed every three hours. It was tough as I was still
struggling with high blood pressure and recovering from the
emergency c-section but I found expressing took my mind off
what my body was going through and helped me feel a
bond with my babies who were on a different floor to me.”
JOANNA
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CAN I BREASTFEED TWINS AT THE SAME TIME?
You can breastfeed two babies at the same
time. Most breastfeeding positions for more
than one baby involve the babies being

supported by pillows. It can be a little difficult
at first to hold two babies at once, but staff in
the neonatal unit will help with this.

CAN I FEED MY BABIES SEPARATELY?
Some parents choose to time feeds so they
are staggered by a few minutes, waking the
less hungry baby after feeding the first. This

can allow more attention for each baby and
the other baby can be rocked or comforted, if
awake.

HOW CAN I BREASTFEED
MORE THAN TWO BABIES?
If you have triplets or more, you can still
breastfeed your babies. You might need more
support in the timing of feeds and in looking
after other babies while you feed. Most
mothers of triplets will use a routine and a rota
system, feeding one separately after the other
two. With quads, this system can be based on
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feeding the first two babies followed by the
second two. Mums are capable of producing
as much milk as their babies need.
More information on feeding triplets and more
is available in our Breastfeeding More Than One
guide available from the Twins Trust website.
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“

My triplets were fed my breastmilk via nasogastric (NG)
tube during their time in the neonatal unit. Being separated
from the boys whilst they were in hospital was hard, so
having pictures and videos helped whilst I expressed.
Seeing my teeny vulnerable babies in their little incubators
drove my determination to provide them with my milk. I also
rotated muslin squares between us so that I could smell them
and vice versa. This also helped me whilst I expressed
during the night away from my boys.”
ANNWYL

HOW CAN I BOTTLE FEED MY BABIES?
Sometimes, it might not be possible for your
babies to have your breastmilk, or you may
choose not to breastfeed your babies.
If your baby does take formula instead,
health professionals will help you to bottle
feed safely, and to let you know which type
of formula is best for your babies. They can
also show you the best positions for bottle

feeding more than one baby.
Remember - it is your choice how
your babies are fed. If you have
questions about whether to breastfeed or
bottle feed, talk to your family, neonatal staff
and health visitor to find the way that is right
for you and your babies.

HOW CAN I CREATE A FEEDING ROUTINE?
However you feed your babies, most will
have a feeding routine when they leave the
neonatal unit, which you may choose to
follow at home.
You may like to talk with your doctor,
neonatal nurse or health visitor about which
routine would work best for you and your
babies. This will change as they grow and
develop.

More guidance on how to feed your babies
can be provided by:
● A health visitor;
● Neonatal Community Team;
● A breastfeeding counsellor;
● The National Childbirth Trust (NCT);
● Twins Trust;
● Bliss.
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SECTION FIVE:
GOING HOME
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN I LEAVE HOSPITAL?
Mums who have stayed in hospital
after the birth are often ready to be
discharged home before their babies.
This can be emotionally challenging.
It’s also likely to mean daily visits to
the hospital to see your babies,
which can be very tiring. It may help
to ask for support from friends and
family. This can be particularly
helpful if your babies remain in
hospital for a long time.

“

Leaving the hospital without the babies was heart
wrenching. However, we soon fell into a nice rhythm of
getting to hospital for the 9am doctors’ round and spending
the morning there, then popping home for lunch and
sometimes a nap, before spending the evening there. I used
to phone the unit at 3am when getting up to express, and
the nurses were always happy to give me an update.”
HANNAH
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Anita’s Story
“My boys were in SCBU for 3½
weeks and were in brilliant
hands. The nurses, consultants
and paediatricians were
brilliant and adored each and
every baby. I bonded with the
boys by being there every day
from 8am to 7pm and doing
everything I would if they
were at home; dressing,
changing and feeding them
and using the time to express
milk to make sure they were

getting all the goodness they
needed and to help establish
my supply. My husband and I
also had lots of skin-to-skin
time with them which was
precious and beautiful. As hard
as it was to leave the boys
every night, we knew they
were in the best place to grow
bigger and stronger. It also
allowed me to get lots of help
and advice from the nurses
which was invaluable.”

WHAT HAPPENS IF ONE OF MY BABIES IS
READY TO GO HOME BEFORE THE OTHER/S?
It is quite common for one baby to be ready
to go home from the hospital before their
siblings. This can be a confusing time for
parents, as it can be very hard to leave a
baby in hospital. The staff will support you to
continue to bond with your baby or babies
still in hospital. You can do this by having
skin-to-skin contact when you are there and
continuing to take part in their care.

Twins, triplets and more are often ready to be
discharged at different times. However, if this
gap is likely to be fairly close then the
hospital may be able to keep them together.
If there is a large gap in their progress, they
may go home at different times.

This can be a hard part of the process for
many parents of more than one baby. Talk to
the staff on the unit. They will be able to help
you get used to the new routine, and how
you can make sure you are spending time
with each of your babies. Giving twins,
triplets and more their own attention helps
them to develop as individuals.
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“

The boys were discharged at separate times which was
awkward but did give us time to get used to looking after a
baby at home before having two to juggle!”
JOANNE

HOW CAN I GET READY TO
BRING MY BABIES HOME?
Most parents feel worried when taking their
babies home for the first time.
Neonatal staff will be available to help you
through this stage. Many neonatal units have
special rooms where you can stay overnight
with your babies before leaving the unit. This
is called ”rooming-in” and most neonatal
units consider this an important part of the
going home process, so you will be
encouraged to participate. This helps to
prepare you for your return home by building
confidence in caring for your babies.

support. In this case, you will be supported
by the neonatal outreach or community team.
The staff on the unit will fully explain your
babies' care to you before you go home, and
will make sure you are confident in what your
babies need. They can answer any questions
you have before you go home.

It is possible that your babies could come
home still using some medical equipment,
such as oxygen, or still needing some

“

Most of all, what got us through was watching the pure
determination and fight our girls showed day in and day
out. They both came home on oxygen. At first it was tough,
adapting the house and our routine for ourselves and our
son to suit the oxygen tanks around the house and in public,
but we did it!”
HANNAH
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Once you are at home, if you have any
concerns, you can contact the neonatal unit,
your health visitor or GP for advice.

Babies born premature or sick are more
vulnerable to common infections such as
colds.

For a list of practical ideas for going home,
including clothing and items for the home,
see Twins Trust's Preparing for Parenthood
guide, which it available to download from
www.twinstrust.org.

Bliss provides information on how to help
prevent the spread of these common
infectious illnesses on their website.

“

Leaving hospital all together as a family just felt like a
dream come true. Not only was it the hardest time of our
lives but the most rewarding too. The people I met in
hospital have become lifelong friends. Theo and Fern are
almost two years old now and life couldn’t be better.”
HANNAH

HOW SHOULD MY BABIES SLEEP
WHEN THEY COME HOME?
There are simple steps that you can follow to
ensure your babies are in the safest sleeping
position possible to help reduce the risk of
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (sometimes
called SIDS or cot death).
Babies who have received neonatal care
may be used to sleeping in a different
position, and it's important that once they are
home you follow the safer sleep guidance.

Some other ways you can reduce the risk of
SIDS is to:
● Sleep your babies on their back, not their
fronts;
● Make sure their feet are placed at the foot
of the cot;
● Make sure they don't get too hot;
● Never use loose blankets;

Evidence shows that it is safest to keep the
babies in your room with you, in their own
cot, for the first six months.

● Use a firm, flat and waterproof mattress;

Twins and triplets who share cots are not at a
higher risk of SIDS. Some research also
shows that these babies will be likely to
develop similar sleeping patterns.

Most newborn twins and triplets start by
sleeping side by side at the foot of the cot.
As the babies get larger they may stay in this
position or sleep head to head.

● Avoid smoking;
● Breastfeed, if you can.
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For more information about safer sleep for
your babies, visit The Lullaby Trust website:
www.lullabytrust.org.uk/safer-sleep-advice.
Twins Trust also has a number of sleep

factsheets written for twins, triplets and more.
They can be downloaded from the Twins Trust
website: www.twinstrust.org/under-1s/sleep.

Zoe’s Story
“My non-identical twin girls
were born at 35 weeks. I had
already been in hospital for
ten days with pre-eclampsia
and then one of my waters
broke early. Both girls were
taken to special care, one at
3lb 9oz with temperature
problems, the other at 5lb 3oz
with breathing issues.
I sent my husband with them
and he came back with photos
of them, which I treasure to
this day. They spent 48 hours
in the high dependency unit,
then into special care. I cannot
fault the care, thought and love
given by those nurses to us,
the twins and their older sister.
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Nothing was scary because the
time was always taken to
explain everything to us. It
was hard, but we all had the
chance to recover and bond.
I went home after ten days,
but we were allowed to visit as
many times or even for a full
day and phone whenever we
needed. We were never made
to feel like it was a problem
either. Both girls were
discharged together and came
home with no issues.
I'm so grateful to the team of
nurses who looked after my
girls. They've just turned 11!”

SECTION SIX:
SUPPORT FOR YOU
Caring for twins, triplets or more can make it harder to support yourself. Having one or more
babies in neonatal care can often raise many emotions for parents. It is important you have
space and time to recognise how you are feeling and to talk to someone about what you have
been through.
Remember - you can always ask the neonatal staff about the care of your
babies. You can also contact Twinline, Twins Trust’s free helpline (see page 35).
These are some common worries you might have:

THIS WAS SO UNEXPECTED. I DON’T
KNOW IF I’M COPING VERY WELL.
As a new parent, you will be dealing with
lots of different emotions. Common feelings
include joy, guilt, fear, worry, happiness or
sadness, and sometimes no emotions at all.
You could also have emotions that go up and
down a lot, feeling exhausted, elated or
upset, or torn between older children and
their newborn siblings.
Talk to your family and friends about how
you feel, if you are able to do so. Getting
support from those around you can help you
with the different emotions you may be
feeling.

Your neonatal unit may have coffee meetings
or support groups.
You may find it useful to talk to someone at
Twinline. Twinline is Twins Trust’s confidential
helpline offering parent-to-parent support (call
freephone 0800 138 0509 or email
AskTwinline@twinstrust.org). Support is also
available from Bliss via their website:
www.bliss.org.uk.
Both charities also provide useful online
resources including forums, videos and
Facebook and Twitter pages. Search Twins
Trust and Bliss charity on Facebook.

It may also help to talk to people whose
babies are going through a similar situation.
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“

I spent hours looking from one incubator to the other and
not knowing how to split myself. I called Twinline and the
lady helped me to name all the difficult emotions I was
feeling, especially how vulnerable and torn I felt.”
LOUISE

MY BABY HAS DIED. I NEED SUPPORT.
Sadly, if you experience the death of one of
more of your babies, it will be a very difficult
time for you as a parent, and for the whole
family. The grief can feel overwhelming and
you might not know how to support yourself.
Research(3) has been carried out by a team at
Newcastle to help neonatal professionals
support parents with a twin or triplet that has
died whilst in neonatal care. This research
recommended that parents be offered a
butterfly sticker for the cot of their surviving
baby/babies to notify staff they were part of
a set of twins, triplets or more(4). This can help
with any difficult conversations and helps
staff to know that the baby might be missing
their sibling. It also helps staff to know how to
best support you during this very difficult
time. Ask your unit if they use the butterfly
stickers. If they do not they can access the
information for health professionals via
www.neonatalbutterflyproject.org. You can also
contact Twins Trust’s Bereavement Support
Group at breavementsupport@twinstrust.org.
If you have other babies to look after
following a death of one of your babies, it is
very common to find continuing to care for
those babies very hard. You may feel a
mixture of emotions, as you love and care for
your babies while grieving for your loss. It
can also feel very difficult to carry on with the
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routine you have created for you and your
babies.
Your family and friends can provide support
for you at this time. Talk to them, if you feel
comfortable, about how you are feeling.
Talking about this with someone you trust can
help.
You may find it helpful to talk to the staff on
the neonatal unit. They will be able to let you
know if they have a bereavement support
staff member who can come and talk to you.
They will also help you with continuing to care
for any of your babies who are still on the unit.
Information will be given to you about what
the next stages are for your baby who has
died. You will be able to hold your baby,
and spend time with them. You can also
make memories such as taking hand and foot
prints, having naming ceremonies, and
dressing them in the clothes you chose for
them. Pictures can be taken too. Making
memories with your baby can help you with
the grieving process and provide you with
something to keep. Staff may ask you if you
would like them to acknowledge and talk
about the baby who died. This is your
decision and staff will respect your wishes if
you find this too difficult.
If you need more support after losing a baby,
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Twins Trust has a Bereavement Support
Group which includes a guide for parents
who have lost one or more babies, a
befriending service and a private Facebook
group. Details of these are available at
www.twinstrust.org/bereavement .

You might also find helpful information from
Sands - the stillbirth and neonatal death
charity. You can access their support via
www.sands.org.uk/support .

I AM FEELING ANXIOUS, DEPRESSED OR
OVERWHELMED, WHAT SHOULD I DO?
It can be very difficult having more than one
baby, especially when one or more have
spent time on a neonatal unit.
Parents of twins, triplets or more, and those
with experience of neonatal care or who
have experienced the loss of a baby or
babies, are more likely to experience
postnatal depression. Parents of babies born
premature or sick can struggle with postnatal
depression and other mental health problems
such as anxiety, post-traumatic stress disorder
and postpartum psychosis. This may start to
develop in the period following the birth, or
when you go home, although it can often
take time to surface.
If either you or a member of your family are
finding things hard, or are worried you might
be suffering from depression or anxiety or

another mental health condition, always talk
to your midwife, GP or your health visitor.
You might prefer to talk to a family member
or friend first.
It's important to find someone who can listen
and help you. Recognising that you are
finding things hard is not the same as
admitting failure, or saying that you are not
coping. Health professionals will be able to
find the right help for you.
You can find out more about postnatal
depression on Twins Trust's website:
www.twinstrust.org/mentalhealth.
Useful information can also be found on the
NHS website: www.nhs.uk/conditions/postnatal-depression.

I'VE TAKEN MY BABIES HOME, BUT I FEEL
OVERWHELMED. WHAT SUPPORT CAN I GET?
Your babies might need ongoing medical
care after going home. Babies with medical
conditions may be referred to specialist units
for ongoing care or surgery. If your babies
are very small, they will continue to be
monitored by a specialist nurse, hospital
consultant, health visitor and/or a dietician.
You can always ask for help from your health

professional once you have gone home. If
you are ever worried about your baby, it is
always best to check.
You may also find that you want to talk to
other parents who have been through similar
experiences, now that you are home. Visit
Twins Trust and Bliss online for support once
you have gone home.
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Parents of twins, triplets and more share their

TOP TIPS
for being in neonatal care
We asked parents of twins,
triplets and more for their toptips about being in neonatal
care:
● Talk to your partner, to your
family and your friends. It’s
such an emotional
rollercoaster and it's
important to know you can
express your feelings or
have a little cry;
● Make sure you look after
yourself and are eating
enough and getting enough
sleep - standing over an
incubator all day,
expressing, keeping up-todate with day-to-day life can
all take its toll;
● Do not underestimate how
exhausting being in
neonatal care can be;
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● Ask to view the local unit
whilst you are pregnant, so
you know what to expect
should your babies need this
care;
● Communication with
hospital staff is key - it is
helpful to ask questions. The
staff will want to help you to
care for your baby and
parent them;
● The monitors beep a lot, but
try not to worry about this,
as the staff are always
monitoring them;
● We were encouraged and
taught by the neonatal
nurses to ride the waves,
take each day as it comes.
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